woodcraft uk

Hand crafted outdoor furniture at its finest. Hand built in Yorkshire.
Celebrating 21 years of success built on skill and service.
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Welcome to Woodcraft UK
&UHDWRUVRIWKHȴQHVWLQEHVSRNHJDUGHQDQGVWUHHWIXUQLWXUH

Historic and picturesque, the East
Yorkshire town of Beverley is a
fitting location for Woodcraft UK; a
company that uses traditional skills
and materials to create products
of timeless beauty. Launched
as a modest enterprise in 1990,
Woodcraft UK rapidly gained
recognition for its superior standards
of quality and craftsmanship, and
today it is one of the UK’s leading
suppliers of hand-built outdoor
furniture.
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Woodcraft UK specialises in
commissions from local authorities
and architectural clients, and has
completed numerous projects in the
commercial and leisure sectors.
In keeping with ecological concerns
Woodcraft UK obtains timber
products only from countries that
have forestry plans based upon
sustainable managed resources,
utilising no endangered species. In
addition, the enduring nature of
Woodcraft UK’s creations carries

with it a significant conservation
benefit for it reduces the quantity
of timber that would otherwise be
expended in replacing less robust
products. The company’s full
environmental policy can be found
on its website, or can be supplied by
post on request.
For more information see:
“The Woodcraft Guarantee”
on page 34 or visit the website:
www.woodcraftuk.co.uk
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Woodcraft UK’s success has been built not only on traditional craftsmanship
but also on the traditional values of friendly, personal service and a firm
commitment to customer satisfaction. This approach has proved so popular
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+DQGFUDIWHGEHVSRNH
RXWGRRUIXUQLWXUH
*DUGHQDQGVWUHHWIXUQLWXUHPDGHWRRUGHU
Woodcraft UK manufactures
high quality and luxury wooden
garden furniture for homes, patios,
gardens, parks and agricultural
areas, fulfilling the requirements
of such establishments as Councils,
churches, sporting organisations
and recreational and commercial
companies.

crafted by a team of highly-skilled
machinists and craftsmen joiners.
The team’s expertise in the crafting
of timber is matched only by its
versatility – a quality that enables
it to satisfy the most challenging of
requests with distinctive bespoke
creations as diverse as curved
seating, litter bins and even tasteful
memorial plaques. The Company’s
Woodcraft UK’s bespoke outdoor
bespoke service enables its
furniture is made from a wide variety customers to tailor the product to
of quality materials ranging from
their taste and situation and add a
hardwoods such as Iroko and English unique and truly individual element
Oak to softwoods such as Larch and to their outdoor setting.
Douglas Fir . Each item is carefully
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From left to right:8LI=SVO[MXL¾EXEVQW8LI;EZIJSVQ8LI7XE\XSR[MXLIRKVEZMRK

%HQFKHV &KDLUV
+DQGFUDIWHGIURPVROLGKDUGZRRGGXUDEOHDQGPDGHWRODVW
‘Rest, and be thankful’ the
old Yorkshire adage directs, and
Woodcraft UK offers you the perfect
opportunity to heed this traditional
invitation, with an extensive range of
benches and chairs designed for rest
and relaxation.
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Woodcraft UK’s benches and chairs
are expertly crafted and constructed
from carefully selected materials.
Each is a long-term investment;
a masterpiece of constructional
durability and aesthetic integrity
that will maintain its value despite
the passage of time and the rigours
of the elements. In the two decades
since its inception Woodcraft UK
has withstood all pressures to
compromise and has steadfastly
maintained the highest standards of
quality in terms of design, materials
and craftsmanship.

It takes very special creations to
enhance Nature itself, but Woodcraft
UK’s superb collection of benches
and chairs feature classic designs that
can bring an additional element of
beauty to any landscape.

Clockwise from top left:8LI=SVO'LEMVERH
%VQGLEMV8LI=SVO&IRGL[MXLGIRXVIPIK8LI
7GEVFSVSYKL&IRGL8LI&IZIVPI]'LEMV

7KH<RUN
6ROLGGXUDEOHFODVVLFVW\OH
The York bench
As impressive and enduring as the historic city from
which it takes its name, the York bench is constructed
from solid sections of timber, with traditional mortise
& tenon joints used throughout. Available with flat or
contoured arms, and with alternative shaped top rails,
the York comes in standard lengths of 4ft (1.20m.),
5ft (1.50m.), 6ft (1.80m.) and 8ft (2.40m.) – this latter
version featuring a centre leg for maximum solidity and
stability.
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The York chair
As comfortable as it is attractive, the York chair is a smart
and sturdy addition to any garden – domestic or public.
All models are available with alternative shaped top rails
if preferred, and with a choice of flat or contoured arms.
Standard seat length 24in (610mm).

6L]LQJRSWLRQV
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Featuring a centre leg for maximum
solidity and stability

Opposite:(MRMRKXEFPIWERH=SVOEVQGLEMVW
WYTTPMIHXSETVMZEXI9/,SXIP+VSYT

See Modifications on page 32 for options on top rails
and fixing solutions on page 33.

7KH%HYHUOH\
7UDGLWLRQDOGXUDEOHEHDXWLIXOO\KDQGEXLOW
The Beverley bench
(shown above with square arms).
Introduced in 1989 the Beverley was
Woodcraft UK’s first bench design,
and its popularity provided a clear
indication of the company’s future
success.
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The Beverley range combines comfort and style while still possessing
sufficient solidity to withstand the rigours of regular use – a characteristic
that makes it the perfect choice of seating for public parks as well as
domestic gardens. The Beverley is available with the options of straight
top and front rails or shaped rails, and – at no extra cost – a choice of
square or flat arms.
Standard seat lengths: 4ft (1.20m.), 5ft (1.50m.), 6ft (1.80m).

The Beverley chair and armchair
Style and sturdiness are equally important
considerations for garden furniture, and Woodcraft
UK’s Beverley chair blends these two elements
perfectly. Inspired design and a slightly lighter
construction give the Beverley an air of elegance,
while strength is ensured through the application of
the skilled craftsman’s techniques. The Beverley can
be supplied either as a chair or as an armchair version
with square or flat arms, and high seat and lower
seat versions are also available for those requiring an
additional degree of comfort and convenience.
Standard seat length: 23in. (580mm)

6L]LQJRSWLRQV
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See Modifications on page 32 for options on top rails and
arms and fixing solutions on page 33.

7KH:DYHIRUP
0RGHUQFRQWHPSRUDU\DQGFRPIRUWDEOH
The Waveform bench
The lazy swell of a tranquil ocean…
This was the soothing image that
prompted the creation of Woodcraft
UK’s Waveform range.

Designed and developed in-house, The Waveform is exclusive to
Woodcraft UK, and its distinctive and relaxing nautical influence has
made it a firm favourite, even with customers located far inland.
The Waveform seat is available with standard legs for direct standing, or
with extra long legs to allow for concreting into position.
Standard seat lengths: 6ft (1.80m), 7ft 2inches (2.20m).
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The Waveform chair
A life on the ocean wave may not be to everyone’s
taste, but Waveform’s distinctly nautical design has
proved to have a widespread appeal. An enduring
appeal too, one could say, for hidden bolts hold the
Waveform’s seat firmly in place, giving an unobtrusive
sturdiness to the craftsman-built construction.
Comfortable, practical and durable, the Waveform
chair is a classic creation and an eye-catching
enhancement to any garden.

6L]LQJRSWLRQV
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See the matching Waveform table on page 22.

7KH6SLQQDNHU7KH/DVWLQJKDP
The unique design of the Spinnaker ensures that it
lives up to a name inspired by that sturdiness so vital
to any sailing vessel, and by combining galvanised and
stainless steels with durable hardwood Woodcraft UK
has created a seat that will remain solid, serviceable and
attractive despite the elements. The plate steel ends are
hot-dip galvanised and painted or powder-coated in
a colour of your choice. All brightwork is stainless steel
and solid timber seat lats are in a durable hardwood.
A four-point fixing system is used and concrete anchor
bolts are supplied. An alternative method of securing to
grass or soft ground can be offered.
The Spinnaker Bench

The Lastingham Bench
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The Lastingham bench has long proved popular as a
robust wayside seat. Made with reinforced concrete
ends and solid hardwood frames, secured with
weatherproof bolts, it is easily assembled in just a few
minutes. The concrete feet are extended to allow secure
fixing below ground.
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7KH.QDUHVERURXJK
6W\OLVKDQGHOHJDQW
The Knaresborough bench
Attractive yet sturdy, and distinguished by its elaborate and ornate design,
the Knaresborough bench impressively demonstrates the skills and talents of
Woodcraft UK’s experienced team, and serves as a perfect example of the
craftsmanship and quality upon which the Company has built its reputation.
Outstanding for its elegance and practicality, the Knaresborough makes an
excellent enhancement to any garden. Standard seat length 5ft (1.50cm).
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7KH6WD[WRQ
A simple yet attractively styled hand-made seat, of formidable
construction, the Staxton is built to last and designed to remain securely
positioned in the location of your choice – thanks to extended legs that
are concreted into the ground. The Staxton is particularly suitable for
parks, woodlands, highways and public sites where high durability and
low maintenance are an important consideration.
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Standard seat lengths: 5ft (1.50m.), 6ft (1.80m.).
JX Q
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7KH'ULɚHOGSLFQLFVXLWH
Table top width MR QQ

Durability is also a crucial characteristic for a picnic suite, as it must withstand not only
the rigours of the weather but also the attentions of boisterous youngsters. The Driffield
picnic suite fulfils this requirement perfectly.
A heavy-duty suite, sturdily constructed from durable hardwood or pressure-treated
softwood, the Driffield is ideal for use in public areas, where high strength is vital. All crossmembers are securely fixed, then reinforced with galvanised steel bolts for extra security.
All units are supplied fully assembled, unless otherwise requested. A parasol hole is
optional, and the suite is also available with an extended top for convenient disabled
access. As with most of Woodcraft UK’s furniture, the Driffield can be effectively
secured to either hard or soft ground, using stainless steel brackets, supplied on request.

Height
MR
QQ
Depth MR QQ

MR QQ

Standard seat lengths: 5ft (1.50m.), 6ft (1.80m.)
MR QQ

8LI7GEVFSVSYKL

7KH6FDUERURXJK7KH%HGDOH
Originating initially as a one-off bespoke commission,
the Scarborough bench proved so successful that it was
subsequently developed as one of Woodcraft UK’s
standard ranges. The Scarborough’s sturdy construction
and attractive appearance has proved to have an
extensive appeal, and it is now firmly established as one
of Woodcraft UK’s most popular designs.

The lightest bench in Woodcraft UK’s range, the Bedale
bench is easy to move and re-locate, yet it still retains the
combination of strength, durability and elegance that
are the hallmarks of Woodcraft UK’s creations. Like all of
Woodcraft UK’s products, the Bedale is hand-crafted to
the very highest standards, using traditional construction
methods, and is ideal for the domestic location.

Standard seat lengths: 4ft (1.20m.), 5ft (1.50m.), 6ft (1.80m.)

Standard seat lengths: 4ft (1.20m.), 5ft (1.50m.)

The Scarborough

The Bedale
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7KH0HQGLS
$OOWLPHFODVVLFKHDY\GXW\DQGGXUDEOH
The Mendip bench is one of Woodcraft UK’s most impressive
creations, possessing those superior qualities of appearance,
durability and weather resistance for which the company’s
products are renowned, and presenting these in a form that
blends harmoniously with the outdoor environment.
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Sturdy in construction and stylish in design, the Mendip bench
will bring a new dimension of appeal to private garden or public
area, providing a welcome resting place for generations of visitors.
Standard seat lengths: 4ft (1.20m.), 5ft (1.50.m.), 6ft (1.80m), 8ft
(2.40m.) – this latter version featuring a centre leg for maximum
solidity and stability.

JX Q

JX Q

7KH/XW\HQV
The Lutyens Garden Bench was one of the most admired designs of Sir Edward
Lutyens, whose boundless creativity and imagination produced masterpieces in
fields as diverse as architecture and furniture design. Woodcraft UK’s re-creation
of this magnificent bench remains true to Lutyen’s original design, with its unusual
frame, beautifully ordered slats on the back, fabulously carved back-rest and
autograph armrests.
A truly distinguished addition to any garden, Woodcraft UK’s superb hand-built
Lutyens bench serves as a fitting tribute to an iconic figure whose creative genius
conjured into being the miniature delights of Queen Mary’s Dolls’ House - today
preserved in Windsor Castle – and the imposing magnificence of The Cenotaph
in Whitehall. Standard seat lengths: 6ft 3in. (1.90m.) & 9ft 2in.( 2.80m.).
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7KH:\NHKDP
Wykeham Litter Bin
The Wykeham Litter Bin can be produced precisely to suit
your design requirements and match your specifications,
and will help to preserve the appearance and hygiene of
any public area by serving as an effective and capacious
repository for litter. The Wykeham can be supplied in a
variety of configurations - with single, double or multiple
bays – and is also available with galvanised interior bins or
basket liners. The sloping top prevents the accumulation
of water, thus minimising rainfall damage, and the option
of lockable doors is available to deter vandalism. An
open-top version of the Wykeham is available, and both
versions can be installed for easy mobility or securely
fixed into position with ground anchors.

Wykeham Bench
Simplicity and solidity are the key characteristics of
Woodcraft UK’s Wykeham bench – characteristics that
make it ideal for public areas ranging from parks and
woodlands to countryside trails and roadside verges.
Constructed from best quality pressure-treated timber,
the Wykeham is designed for durability, and will remain
serviceable despite high usage and the rigours of the
weather.
Supplied as standard with extended legs for in-ground
fixing.
Standard seat lengths: 5ft (1.50m.), 6ft (1.80m.)

7XERHEVHHMRMRKXEFPI

8LI;EZIJSVQHMRMRKXEFPI[MXLXLI;EZIJSVQGLEMVERHFIRGL

*DUGHQWDEOHV
'XUDEOHORQJODVWLQJDOOZHDWKHUKDUGZRRGWDEOHV
Standard dining table

The Waveform dining table

Woodcraft UK offers a choice of standard dining tables
that provide the perfect platform for an impromptu
picnic or a more elaborate al-fresco meal. Attractive
and practical, these tables feature a slatted design
that prevents water retention, minimising the effects
of exposure to the elements and preserving the
appearance of the timber. Woodcraft’s standard tables
can be produced in a variety of lengths, widths and
heights, and can feature a parasol hole if required.

Elegant, distinctive and sturdy in its construction,
the Waveform table is the perfect companion for
Woodraft’s unique Waveform bench, and serves as an
excellent dining facility for domestic garden or public
park.
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The Waveform table comes in two standard lengths
– 6ft (1.80m.) and 7ft 2in ( 2.20m). – but other
variations can be specially produced to suit individual
specifications. A parasol hole can be added if required,
at no extra cost, enabling you to make full use of the
Waveform table’s integral parasol base.

8LI;IXLIVF]HMRMRKXEFPITMGXYVIH[MXLXLI=SVOGLEMVW

8LI1EPXSRGSJJIIXEFPI

The Wetherby dining table

The Malton coffee table

The scale may be greater but the high standard of quality and
craftsmanship remains consistent, and the Wetherby dining
table epitomises Woodcraft UK’s expertise in creating superior
outdoor furniture.

Sometimes small is not simply beautiful, it is
also more stylish and practical. This is certainly
the case with the Malton coffee table, a classic
Woodcraft creation that combines compact
convenience and understated elegance,
making it an ideal addition to your patio,
conservatory or lounge. Standard length: 36in
(900mm), standard width: 20in (510mm),
standard height: 20in (510mm).

The oval design gives the Wetherby a distinctive elegance, and
the handsome lines of this superb table are complemented
by that substantial construction for which Woodcraft UK is
celebrated. Standard width: 3ft 6in (1.070m), standard length:
71in (1.80m), 94in (2.40m).

&DELQV 6KHOWHUV
Designed to blend unobtrusively into a rural setting, Woodcraft UK’s cabins
and shelters combine attractive appearance and practical functionality,
making them ideal for a variety of roles, from cosy haven in park or garden
to a picturesque but effective bus shelter. Durable and solid in construction,
these structures are roofed in various materials including felting and shingles
to keep the weather at bay. They are available with panelled, trellised or
open walls, or with windows in safety glass or unbreakable polycarbonate.
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*D]HERV
The appeal of the gazebo has never waned since its
introduction in Victorian times, and the popularity of this
attractive form of garden feature continues to increase to
this day. Woodcraft UK has the capability to design and
create attractive gazebos to suit every taste and every size
of garden, and is always happy to advise on the structure
most suitable for the intended setting.

Pergolas
Colourful, picturesque, romantic, enchanting… All these
elements are embodied in the pergola; a walkway of
greenery and blossom through which you can wander
at your leisure; a tranquil arcade along which you can
stroll unhurriedly and savour the scented tranquillity of a
summer’s day. A pergola gives an additional dimension
to the garden, and Woodcraft UK has the skill and
experience to create the perfect pergola for any setting; a
framework that you and Nature can then develop into an
archway of floral beauty.

+DUGZRRG3ODQWHUV
Woodcraft UK offers a standard range of free-standing planters suitable
for enhancing private homes or public buildings, and can also manufacture
a wide range of variations on this traditional design. These include sturdy
roadside planters which provide an attractive delineation between
thoroughfare and pavement and come complete with reflective strips
which conform with current safety legislation. In addition to the traditional
free-standing design Woodcraft UK can create unique planters for
installation in specific settings or incorporation into existing structures.
Page 26

Bollards
$Q\VL]HDQ\VKDSH
Woodcraft UK offers an extensive range of
bollards in a wide variety of timbers and a
choice of attractive yet practical designs. All are
built to withstand all weather conditions over an
extended period, and can incorporate all types
of reflectives to ensure maximum visibility.
Ideal for purposes as diverse as parking control
and ram-raid deterrence, Woodcraft UK’s
bollards combine strength and style, and so
provide an attractive yet effective option in
any situation requiring the deployment of a
distinctive marker or sturdy barrier.
Woodcraft UK can produce wooden bollards
exactly to your requirements; in extremely
durable hardwood or pressure-treated
softwood, to any size, shape or specification. This
can include reflective bands or panels as well as
inserts and plaques.

6W\OHRSWLRQV

Flat Top

Chamfer

4 Way Weather

Point

Bevel

Oval

6LJQDJHWRJXLGH LQIRUP
Woodcraft UK offers a
comprehensive range of signage
options that are both effective and
attractive, making them ideal for
public sites as diverse as woodland
parks and hospitals.

Fingerposts
Clear and precise directions eliminate confusion and uncertainty, and
Woodcraft UK provides these perfectly. Available with single or multiple
fingers, Woodcraft UK’s fingerposts feature engraved lettering, in-filled with
the colour of your choice, if required, and serve as an attractive and durable
guide in any setting.
Signs - Timber or Steel
Woodcraft UK has a long experience in creating outdoor signs to suit
every type of situation, from playground to residential home, floral garden
to private residence. Standard or bespoke designs are available in either
durable hardwood or steel, powder-coated or painted in a colour of your
choice.
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1RWLFHERDUGV
Posters and written notices still have an important role to play, despite the
advent of hi-tech communication systems, and Woodcraft UK’s wooden or
steel notice and display boards can ensure that their message comes across
clearly and remains undamaged by the elements. The company’s range of
parish noticeboards and church signs comprise single, double and triple bay
boards, craftsman-built from top quality hardwood and fronted by toughened
safety glass or unbreakable polycarbonate.
Woodcraft UK’s steel or timber noticeboards are available with a choice of
pinboard or magnetic-strip backing, and each bay has the capacity to display
four A4 sheets. To ensure that the contents remain in good condition, each
bay is weather-sealed on three sides and vented at the bottom. Doors can be
lockable or fitted with non-locking handles, and an optional header board can
be supplied for an appropriate inscription.
Post and wall fittings are available as required, and although Woodcraft UK
produces its noticeboards to a standard format it also offers a bespoke service
to cater for all customer needs – in terms of dimension, design and materials.

(QJUDYLQJ
(PEHOOLVK\RXURXWGRRUIXUQLWXUHZLWK
DSHUVRQDOLVHGPHVVDJHRUPDUNRI
UHPHPEUDQFH
In addition to producing and engraving plaques in a variety
of durable materials, Woodcraft UK also has the capability
to engrave commemorative inscriptions, family crests or
ornamental embellishments directly into the timber of its
products, and so to add the perfect finishing touch to your
chosen item of outdoor furniture.
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3ODTXHV
6XSSOLHGDQGȴWWHGWR\RXU
UHTXLUHPHQWV
An attractive item of outdoor furniture is an
ideal feature with which to mark a special event
or outstanding occasion, and Woodcraft UK can
provide a permanent reminder of good times
enjoyed by producing attractive commemorative
and presentational plaques and inscriptions in
a variety of durable materials including timber,
metals and laminates.

$OWHUQDWLYH
VKDSHGWRSUDLOV
From the chair or armchair to the longest bench,
Woodcraft UK can offer a choice of alternative
shaped top rails for the seating you have
selected. This choice of top rail design allows
scope for your personal aesthetic taste, and the
deeper rails can accommodate a larger plaque
or inscription, should this be required.
Should you wish to provide your own plaque for
incorporation into your chosen bench or chair,
Woodcraft UK will be pleased to fit this free of charge.

7RSUDLORSWLRQV
Rail option A) Extra deep rail (takes upto 4 lines of inscription)

Rail option B) Curved rail (takes upto 3 lines of inscription)

Rail option C) Raised rail (takes upto 4 lines of inscription)
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)L[LQJ 6HFXULW\
6WDLQOHVVVWHHOȂIRUGXUDELOLW\VHFXULW\DQGSHDFHRIPLQG
Woodcraft UK supplies fixing brackets suitable for setting its outdoor furniture securely in either hard or soft ground
locations. These fittings are in stainless steel, for extra strength and durability, and come in pairs - complete with all necessary
fixings (anchor bolts, screws etc). A choice of standard screws or non-return security screws is supplied as standard.

300

50

50

Soft ground fixing - e.g. grass / soil / tarmac.

50

87

60

50

Hard ground fixing - e.g. concrete / paving stones & blocks set in concrete.
Other styles of fixing brackets can be manufactured on request.
All brackets are supplied with security screws, brackets for hard ground fixing come with expanding anchor bolts.

7KH:RRGFUDIW*XDUDQWHH
2QO\WKHEHVWTXDOLW\HWKLFDOO\VRXUFHGPDWHULDOVJRLQWRPDNLQJ\RXURXWGRRUIXUQLWXUH
+DQGEXLOWWRWKHKLJKHVWVWDQGDUGVE\RXUFUDIWVPHQKHUHLQ%HYHUOH\(DVW<RUNVKLUH
Woodcraft UK will endeavour to
comply with any environmental timber
standards required by its customers,
including investigating the accreditation
of an FSC (Forest Stewardship Council)
Group environmental certification
policy.
Testimonials
Our guarantee assures quality,
strength and durability.
Every order, regardless of size, receives the
same high standard of individual attention,
and Woodcraft UK has such confidence in
the quality of its outdoor furniture that it
offers a full replacement guarantee. Given
the skill and care that goes into the creation
of every product it is unlikely that any item
should fail to meet the level of quality
expected, but should such an unlikely event
occur we will replace it without charge or
question if you are not completely satisfied.

Environmental Statement
Woodcraft UK will seek to reduce or
eliminate waste through efficient utilisation
of raw materials, fuel and energy and by
promoting re-use and recycling where
appropriate, Woodcraft UK will ensure
awareness amongst all employees of the
importance of environmental issues.

“ For nearly two decades Woodcraft UK
have been supplying Burnby Hall Gardens
with garden furniture including seats,
pergolas, a gazebos and shelters. Their build
quality is second to none.
Visitors to the garden often ask where the
seats are from. I have no hesitation in telling
them Woodcraft UK Beverley”

Timber Policy

- Ian Murphy Burnby Hall Gardens.

Woodcraft UK uses hardwoods, softwoods
and panel materials sourced from around
the world - including the UK. The company
is aware of the widespread criticism of
developments in forestry and forest
management in many countries, but
recognises that the situation varies from
country to country, and keeps up to date
with developments. Until an internationally
recognised definition of sustainability
has been agreed, Woodcraft UK will
refer to well-managed forests only where
supporting evidence is available.

“ All I can say is WOW!!!!!…….. we should
have been buying our benches from you
ages ago. The quality of the build and the
timber used far far exceeds that of what we
had been getting from previous suppliers
over the past 3-4 years…..and I am not just
saying that as it is a nice thing to do., really
mean it. They have just arrived in just the
same condition as they no doubt left your
workshop.
So many thanks, and I’ll be letting the RBGE
gang know the quality of the merchandise
they would get putting their orders to you.”
- Colin Belton, Royal Botanic Gardens,
Edinburgh.
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SPECIAL OFFERS

'HOLYHU\DQG
LQVWDOODWLRQVHUYLFH

Woodcraft UK regularly undertakes
delivery and installation of its
products throughout Yorkshire, and
is always pleased to quote for these
services for any location on the UK
mainland and in Northern Ireland.
Before despatch each item has to
pass Woodcraft UK’s extensive
Quality Control systems to ensure
that it commences its journey in
pristine condition. It is advised
that customers should remove all

packaging and inspect the good
carefully before accepting delivery.
In the case of items requiring
installation, Woodcraft UK will
arrange for such installation to
be undertaken on-site by expert
operators familiar with the technical
requirements of the task, thus
ensuring that the company’s high
standards and emphasis on customer
satisfaction are maintained even at a
distance.

Visit our website to view our
extensive range of bespoke
outdoor furniture as well as
special offers on end of line
products.

Visit our website
Keep up to date with our latest product
lines, bespoke furniture projects and end
of season special offers by visiting us at our
website or joining us on Twitter or Facebook.

www.woodcraftuk.co.uk

www.facebook.com/woodcraftuk

www.twitter.com/woodcraftuk
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